Scenario

Tijdstempel

1

2

3

Your friend Agnes has
anger issues and gets
angry really often for
long periods of time.
One day she comes
home from a wild night
of Bingo, she looks
irritated.

4

5

Your neighbor Lisa is a
widow, and normally has
bi-weekly company by
her daughter. Her
Your sister, Nelly, has
daughter has been sick
had an ordinary day and for some time, so she
is now sitting in the living hasn’t been able to visit
room with a nice cup of her elderly mother. Lisa
tea. She is watching
seems lonely as she
some tv as food is slowly hasn’t seen anyone in a
cooking in the kitchen.
few days.

6

7

8

You and your colleague
Nick are standing next to
You and your friend
the coffee machine as
Arend just returned to
he tells you about his
his car and discover that weekend. He went
he got a parking ticket.
fishing with some
He starts yelling at the
friends, went to Pietje's
ticket and is obviously
birthday and even took
very mad.
the car to the carwash.

Your brother Harry just
won the grand prize at
his local Bingo club and
glows with joy as he
explains how he saw the
last ball roll out of the
machine and instantly
felt it was his winning
number.

Helga, the sweet old lady
from your neighborhood, had
a nice day with her
grandchildren, she is really
happy afterwards. She stares
at you with a smile on her
face as you pass her in the
park.

Today is the birthday of
your aunt Eva’s late
husband. It has been 7
years since he passed
away, but Eva still gets
depressed when she
thinks about it. You see
sadness in her eyes.

How does this make you
feel?

How does this make you How does this make you How does this make you How does this make you How does this make you How does this make you How does this make you
feel?
feel?
feel?
feel?
feel?
feel?
feel?

31-3-2020 17:45:16 Satisfied

compassionate

zovan wow, daar moet ik
even uit de buurt blijven normal

sad

like he is stupid

normal

happy for him

31-3-2020 18:02:10 Happy

Sad

Sad but interested

Neutral/happy

Sad

Upset

Happy

Very happy

2-4-2020 13:51:55 Sad

Sad

Sad and confusing

Happy

Sad

funny but because he is
a friend I get angry too

Happy

Proud and happy

2-4-2020 13:52:13 A little creeped out

Sad and dark

Distant

Cosy

Compassionate

I find it funny

Bored

I find it funny

2-4-2020 13:56:33 Normal, a bit happy

It makes me sentimental A bit irritated too

Nothing

Nothing

Also a bit mad

Nothing special

Very happy for him

I feel sympathy for her

Doesn't make me feel
like anything?

Relatable

A bit frustrated as well

I'd feel good for him

A bit jealois but happy
for him

Neutral, good for her

Might make a chat to
make her feel better but
its just a neighbor, she
might need to visit the
local bingo club if your
only contact is your
daughter

Understanding for his
reaction but maybe a
little bit irritated, there's
nothing you can do
about it

Good for him, not really
interested in small talk

Good for him? I dunno,
maybe little bit jealous
but since I am probably
not a member its my
own fault

He should've parked it
legally, so please stop
yelling im annoyed

Nice that he had a
productive weekend and
social life
I feel happy for him

2-4-2020 13:57:02 I'd light up a bit as well

Worried

Happy for her but I think it
depends on how the smile
looks, if it looks creepy then
2-4-2020 13:58:07 creepy

Sad for her

Scared she might start
to get angry

My heart feels warm, I'm
happy the old lady is happy
2-4-2020 14:03:12 and doesnt feel lonely

It hurts me to see her
still struggling with
something she has no
control over.

I get annoyed very fast
when people project
their emotions onto me,
so i get angry at her

nothing

Sad, people shouldn't
feel lonely, I'd like to
give her some company

2-4-2020 14:03:23 Happy

Sympathetic

Worried

No specific feeling

Caring

Uncomfortable

Positive

Happy

Sad

It doesn't change my
feelings, I'll just mind my
own business
Relaxed

Bad

Anxious

Good

Happy

Sad, but I don't express
it

Scared how he would
react. But I'm trying to
find confindence to help
him out

Again, I'm not a stalker

However, this question is
strange, I don't stalk my old
2-4-2020 14:22:12 ladies in my neighbourhood

But it would make me
sick

Wanting to help.
But still I'm not a stalker

I'm not going to pay for
that

Sounds fun, I dont really
care
Happy for him

2-4-2020 14:24:57 Happy.

Sad.

Worried.

Peaceful

Concerned

Irritated

Happy for him

Excited for him

2-4-2020 14:30:32 Uncomfortable

Sad

A little down

Happy

A little sad

Uncomfortable

Happy

Very happy

2-4-2020 14:32:23 Joyful

Emotional

Sad

Satisfied

Sad

Frustrated

Happy

Happy

2-4-2020 14:40:57 Happy

Sad

Normal

Normal

Sad

Also mad

Normal

Happy

2-4-2020 14:03:30 Happy
If I don't know her, it will give
me anxiety.
If I do know her, then it might
make me happy, thinking of
my family
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How does this make you How does this make you How does this make you How does this make you How does this make you How does this make you How does this make you
feel?
feel?
feel?
feel?
feel?
feel?
feel?

Disappointed that this
event will probably set
Lonely and sad; just as the tone for the rest of
Helga's joy was
the car drive, but I
contagious to me, so too probably can't help
are darker/sad feelings. I smiling and chuckling at
would probably not
the obviously bad
undertake action except situation, and will
if I know the neighbour
probably try to reassure
well.
him its not that bad.

Happy that he had a
nice weekend, but with a
hint or jealousy as my
weekend probably
wasn't as interesting,
socially engaging or
productive. If this was
the case multiple weeks
in a row, I'd start to
ponder if my life was
missing something and if
the things I do really do
bring me joy.

Irritated that he
necessarily has to be so
braggy about all of it,
especially if he accounts
the majestic tale of his
prize countless times
and if he gets cocky
because of it.
Nonetheless, I'm happy
that he's happy which
will probably put a smile
on my face as well!

Compassionate but with
a feeling of
helplessness, I would
Pleasant, as her radiating joy probably recognize
shall probably be contagious myself and how I would
2-4-2020 14:50:37 to me.
act in this scenario.

Slightly annoyed but
compassionate about
her issues, though I
would probably think to
myself: "Oh god not this
again, getting real tired
of it."

Calm and content.
Sounds like the calming
backdrop you'd see
when watching a slice of
life anime, listening to
lofi beats while chilling or
reading a good book
near the window on a
rainy day.

2-4-2020 14:56:50 Happy

Sad/down

Sad/disappointed

Satisfied

Sad

Surprised/neutral

Neutral

Happy

2-4-2020 15:07:47 Happy

Sad

Concerned

I wouldnt know

Sad

Upset

Nothing in particular

Happy

2-4-2020 15:18:57 Happy

Sad

Scared

Relaxing

Sad

Wronged

Good for him

Happy for him

Sad

Annoyed and scared

Not interested and
annoyed

Joy

2-4-2020 16:08:33 Happy

Sympathetic and sad

Confused and worried

Annoyed

2-4-2020 19:30:06 Happy

Worry

Uncomfortable

Relaxed

Wanting to help/visit

Dissappointed that he
reacts this way

Relaxed

Happy for him

2-4-2020 20:22:17 content

Big sad

Fucking bingo loser

Calm

melancholy

Glowering

Dreamy

Glowing

ah hint of happiness
overwhelmed by
2-4-2020 20:28:51 awkwardness

awkward, as to how to
whether or not to
approach her about the
topic

Amused/interested as to
what will happen next
Hungry

Feel sorry for Lisa

Entertained, while
considering if he has a
bad personality or just a
bad day

Happy for him +
Entertained/dreadful
entertained/dreadful
depending on the quality depending on the quality
of his story
of his story

irritated asswel, its never
fun to see someone
irrtited much less when it
feels self inflicted
indiferent

i would get sad for her,
however i do think that
might fade rather quick

annoyed that he vents
his anger onto me

indifernt

i dont think it would change
the way i feel at that point in
time, if annything i would be
uncomfertable but that would i would be dishartend to
be the same if anyone stares know that it would still
2-4-2020 20:29:56 at me
trouble her

happy for him, while also
jelous
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feel?
feel?
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feel?
feel?
feel?
feel?

Kind of sad, if
someone's irritated it
can often be problematic
to try and cheer them
up. Irritation and anger
are emotions which can't
Pretty good, especially if I'd
It would make me feel
really be overcome
know her for a longer period sad and a bit
without effort of the
of time. Knowing that the
uncomfortable. It is hard person itself. As an
people around me are having to see someone suffer, outside person, it might Neutral, in this scenario I
a good time would make me whilst not having a clear therefore make me less wouldn't really feel
2-4-2020 21:30:32 happier as well.
way to help them out.
happy as well.
much.

Concerned, elderly
people often don't have
much social contact
outside their immediate
family. Therefore it can
be very bad for Lisa's
mental health and I
would try to visit her to
provide some comfort.

Awkward and
disappointed, a parking
ticket sucks but it is no
reason to start yelling
aggressively. It would
make me feel
uncomfortable and
decrease my opinion of
them by a fair margin.

Excited and Happy,
having your friends and
Relaxed. Having a nice family succeed / be
comfortable chat during happy in life can make
my break would help me yourself quite happy as
de-stress quite a bit.
well.

Sad

Inquisitive but on guard

A bit content

Sad and a bit
responsible

Emphatic and a bit funny Probably unproductive

Happy

3-4-2020 14:55:06 Joyfull

Sad too

Amazed

Thursty and hungry

Emphatic

Angry too

Joyfull

3-4-2020 15:13:33 Happy

I want to comfort her and
I would feel sad at the
same time (because my I would be intrigued and
aunt's husband is my
interested in what
uncle)
happened that night

That would really
depend on my
relationship with my
sister and on my mood
that particular day

I would be interested in
I would stay calm and try what he told me and ask
I would feel the need to to calm down my friend him if he caught a fish
I would feel happy for
help my neighborhood in as it's just a parking
and what he got Pietje
him and interested in
any way
ticket
for his birthday
what he won

3-4-2020 15:55:26 Good

Compassion

Relaxt

Sorry

3-4-2020 8:18:02 Happy

Nervous

Nervous

Interested

Bored

Amazing

